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EPIFANI PS400 HEAD

The Performance Series were first introduced in 2006 by Epifani to critical acclaim. The design goals for the line were to offer
uncompromised sonic quality and deliver it an affordable price. Utilizing many of the design elements found in the UL Series line, the
Performance Series maintains its own unique sound and look. Epifani engineers employed all types of scientific disciplines in designing
the Performance Series products. Working together on the acoustical, mechanical and electrical engineering aspects of the line, they
focused on creating an amplifier solution where the whole is greater than the sum of the parts. All of the components are carefully
selected to meet strict design and manufacturing specifications. The Performance Series solution is really an integrated audio system
whose major components were designed to interact with one another to ensure optimum performance.

The PS400 is engineered to maintain the integrity of the input signal and to exhibit noise floor levels acceptable only in professional
recording environments. No corners were cut to save money on the PS600 design. The class D amplifier represents the next generation
of digital amplifier technology and, coupled with the audiophile-class pre-amp, the PS400 sets the standard in affordable instrument
amplification. While the front panel suggests a basic three band EQ, the addition of the mid cut switch and the mid cut level control add
an additional stage of tone shaping capability. Via the Epifani footswitch the mid cut and mute can be engaged or disengaged.

Features:

- 400 watts @ 4 Ohms
- Passive/Active input select
- 3-band shelving EQ
- Treble Shift
- Mid Cut Selector (footswitch accessible)
- Mid Cut Level Adjust
- Mute (footswitch accessible)
- Master Volume
- DI out w/level, Pre/Post EQ select, ground lift
- Tuner out, Pre-amp out
- EFX sends and returns (blend pot)
- Speakon output connector
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